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Abstract. Energy and buildings are increasingly becoming subjects for investigations, especially for the indoor
air quality domain coupled to energy demand. The physics of ﬂuids ﬂowing inside enclosures bring basic models
to understand and build better schemes. This paper is devoted to studying ventilation strategies in regards to
Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) and energy efﬁciency in ﬂoor refreshing houses. A room model is considered in a
simpliﬁed level, as a cavity heated on the external sidewall and cooled on the bottom ground surface. The
external air injector is at variable positions and interacting with the needed cooling power; the air quality
(mixing ability) and thermal comfort are also studied. The cooling efﬁciency inside the considered volume and
the average air temperature are analyzed for a given temperature difference characterizing the natural
convection level (Rayleigh number, Ra = 106) and a horizontal ventilation (moderate Reynolds number
Re = 102). An obtained complex ﬂow structure indicates that the natural convection and the forced ﬂow
(ventilation) act directly on the resulting patterns, mixing ability, heat exchange which in a straight line affect
the thermal comfort and in ﬁne the energy cost (cooling requirement).

1 Introduction
With growing interest in sustainable development and the
ﬁght against climate change, it is urgent to reduce energy
expenditure in buildings in order to meet the GHG emission
reduction requirements (Kyoto Protocol). For example, in
2002, Europe adopted Directive 2002/91/EC aiming to
improve the energy performance of buildings within the
community by taking climate and site into consideration to
the same degree as the requirements for comfort and indoor
environmental quality and proﬁtability.
Thermal comfort is currently recognized and this justify
the demand in modern buildings. Because of its impact on
the indoor environment quality, on the health and on the
productivity of the occupant spending three quarters of his
time inside. It simply involves the complex interaction
between the human and the environment.
Human body reacts by a dynamic interaction
mobilizing a set of retroactive reactions, voluntary and
involuntary, which allow controlling the thermal neighboring exchanges in order to satisfy the requirements of
homeothermy. Depending on the intensity of heat
★
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exchange and the reactions involved in a given
environment, the body may feel a sensation of thermal
neutrality, warmth or freshness. He may be hot or cold in
extreme conditions that can plunge him into hyperthermia or hypothermia during prolonged exposure putting
his life at risk. The thermal sensation thus generated
gives rise or not to the discomfort. If the sensory zone of
neither hot nor cold allows for the majority people to
guarantee the absence of thermal discomfort, it cannot
pretend to ensure the comfort [1].
Accordingly, the designer must provide the necessary
answers for the building in order to enable it to achieve its
functional objectives while justifying, rightly or wrongly,
the installation of ambient equipment (heating, ventilation
and air conditioning).
The urgent need for energy savings should not
compromise the quality of the indoor thermal environment.
This requires a new vision on thermal comfort currently
considered under an analytical approach in standards.
The analytical approach provides a reductive vision of
thermal comfort based on physical and physiological
mechanisms.
The thermal environment is characterized by four
physical quantities (the air temperature, radiation temperature, humidity and air velocity). These variables react
with the activity and clothing of the human body to
establish its thermal state and together constitute the six
basic parameters of heat exchange between man and his
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immediate environment. Nevertheless, beyond these
variables, the thermal perception of an environment can
be inﬂuenced by physiological, psychological and sociological variables; acclimation can alter thermal sensations,
as well as behaviors, habituation and expectations of
occupants in their living environments.
Involved coupled phenomena concern nonlinear effect
and may be sensitive to some parameters. Several
approaches are possible as taking measurement using
empirical estimates or in a better way developing a
numerical simulation. Firstly, investigation was conducted
in 2D simple cases to validate occurrence of phenomena and
unavoidably the progress ask a 3D extension to feet with
the physics.
Historically, ventilation was naturally due to leaks,
window openings and chimney ﬂues. Nowadays, the
reinforcement of the requirements with respect to the air
tightness makes the installation of a ventilation system
essential to avoid the phenomenon of conﬁnement and
master the air mass ﬂow rate [2].
Among the various adaptive actions that the occupant
can undertake, Fabi et al. [3] have shown that the action on
the window has a great inﬂuence on energy consumption,
comfort and the IAQ. Brundrett [4] states on the opening/
closing mode of the window and ﬁnds a correlation with the
average daily temperature and the opening frequency.
Andersen et al. [5] conﬁrmed this by using a measurement
made in 15 dwellings.
It was studied for eight months that the opening/
closing practices of the windows were different depending
on the type of housing. The concentration of CO2 and the
outside temperature are the two main variables used to
explain the probabilities of actions on windows.
Warren and Parkins [6] had already pointed out, in the
study of ﬁve three-month ofﬁce buildings with different
climatic conditions that the opening of windows correlated
with the outside temperature and to a lesser extent with
solar radiation and wind speed. They also determined that
the use of the window was due to the need for good indoor
air quality and efﬁcient temperature control especially in
summer.
Also, according to Van den Wymelenberg [7], the
second factor having an inﬂuence on the position of
occultation is the season. Pigg et al. [8], Inkarojrit [9] and
Nicol et al. [10] in their study show that in winter, 14–18%
of shutters are closed, 34–40% in spring, 34–42% in summer
and 28–36% are in autumn.
The changes that can be observed according to the
seasons can also be related to the weather. Indeed, several
studies (REA [11], Nicol et al. [10]) show that depending on
the type of sky (sunny, intermediate, and covered),
occultations are in different positions. They are mainly
open during cloudy days and closed on sunny days, which
conﬁrms the previous hypothesis: occultations make it
possible to protect themselves from direct solar radiation.
Mahdavi [12] then links the frequency of action on
occultation’s with the global vertical irradiation incident
on the facade.
For buildings, windows provide important inside/
outside interface concerning numerous compromise inducing light, sight, view and intimacy. This induced several

studies [13–17]. Haldi and Robinson [18] shows that indoor
temperature plays an important role in predicting actions
on occultation, which suggests that occupants reaction to a
ventilated zone may be subjected to ﬂows from ventilation
systems as well as to ﬂows resulting from leaks in the
envelope. When the zone is subjected to a controlled air
ﬂow in the case of a completely sealed room and equipped
with mechanical ventilation, it is possible to estimate the
ventilation rates by direct measurements on ducts.
However, when it comes to measuring including inﬁltration, tracer gas techniques are the most appropriate [19]. In
addition, when it comes to natural or hybrid ventilation
systems, it is almost impossible to measure ventilation
rates for an area with more than one opening [20]. On the
other hand, the tracer gas techniques are the only ones that
measure the parameters and indices of ventilation
efﬁciency.
Roulet’s calculation of air exchange efﬁciency [21,22] is
based on the measurement of tracer gas concentrations
during extraction. This allows measuring simultaneously
the nominal time constant (age local extraction) and the
average age of the ventilated area depending on the
concentration in the extraction.
ASHRAE Standard 129 [23], which restricts ventilation
efﬁciency to the breathing zone, offers a variant of
calculation. Indeed, it recommends the calculation of the
ventilation efﬁciency not for the whole of the ventilated
zone but only to the breathing zone. Thus, the calculation
of the mean age of the ventilated zone is not based on the
measurement of the local age at extraction. The nominal
time constant is measured at extraction and weighted
according to extraction rates. Note that this method is
valid even in the case where the ventilation system has
several extractions.
The important quantity of listed studies focused on
occultation’s placement, weather, seasons and occupant
uses, this suggests an important correlation between
the air circulation and expected comfort. Then the use
of the CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) tools is
recommended.
Many other studies have been conducted to better
understand the importance of indoor air quality coupled to
energy context and smart buildings [24–26].
This paper is a continuation of the works of Morsli
et al. [27,28]. Particularly, the same scheme of the paper
[28] is considered. Here, the study focuses on the input/
output conﬁguration. When modiﬁed, the whole strategy is consequently affected. Namely, the present study
considers a housing module with a cold ﬂoor and a hot
vertical wall. The other parts are not heat exchanging.
The air arrives at the top of the right vertical wall, while
the outlet is supposed to vary. Actually, various
scénariis were studied corresponding to different
locations on the grille (Fig. 1). For the thermo-physical
properties, some ones as the previous works are
adopted.
The work provides estimate based on residence time of
incoming airﬂow and the interaction with thermal
conditions and environment. This physical phenomena
understanding allows controlling operating parameters
leading to occupant comfort.
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2 Computational model for IAQ problem
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has the advantage,
compared to conventional tools, of being able to accurately
write the air jet and thus optimize the positioning of the
device and the operating settings.
The room subject to various scenariis of ventilation is
modeled as an enclosure (Lx  Ly  Lz) containing air
(Pr = 0.71) and submitted to side heating (solar effect) and
ﬂoor cooling. Other connecting surfaces are assumed
adiabatic. The corresponding computational cavity is
sketched in Figure 1.
The fresh air is injected from outdoor and is at the same
temperature of the heated side (TH). We have a closed
window and no leakage, so we extract the same quantity of
air from a similar rectangular opening (size: d = 0.44 and
h = 0.15) located on the opposite side, i.e. X = 1, and
centered on different position (see Tab. 1). The ﬂow is
assumed in steady state at moderate Re number value. The
air was assumed to be Newtonian in incompressible ﬂow
and within Boussinesq approximation.
It has been chosen to solve the present coupled problem
by using numerical simulation allowing large explorating
possibilities and access to ﬁeld details. The simulation
allows a large potential of understanding phenomena and
contributing to their control. Details of the problem
deﬁnition, governing equations, computational tools and
ﬁnally simulations will develop such approach naturally
and will be submitted to veriﬁcation and validation [28].
Variables are reduced as:
~ ¼~
vLz =v;
ðX; Y ; ZÞ ¼ ðx; y; zÞ=Lz ; P ¼ p= ðrn2 Þ; V
u ¼ ðT  T C Þ=ðT H  T C Þ
~ is the velocity.
where n is the kinematical viscosity and V
The air mass conservation equation, momentum and
energy in non-dimensional form for a given single area are:
~¼0
~V
∇⋅

ð1Þ

~ ⋅∇Þ
~ ¼ ∇P
~ þ ðRa=PrÞu~
~V
~ þ ∇2 V
ðV
k

ð2Þ

~ ⋅∇u ¼ 1 ∇2 u
V
Pr

ð3Þ

with Pr = n/a (Prandtl number) and Ra the Rayleigh
~ ¼~
number. No slip conditions are assumed (V
0) on all
solid boundaries, except on the ventilating opening that are
at constant velocity.
U = Re or U = –Re depending on the ventilation
strategies (injection or extraction respectively).

Fig. 1. Conﬁguration, boundary conditions (a). Ventilation
strategies for various positions (b).

Table 1. List of considered cases according to Z-Y central
position of the window (size: DY = 0.44 and DZ = 0.15,
Fig. 1a).
Y direction

(4)

The different considered cases (for extraction or
injection) for different position of the ventilation opening
on the inner wall (opposing to the external heated wall)
are summarized in Table 1. The different cases are
numbered from 1 to 3 along the Y axis and 0 to 4 along the
Z axis. They will be named based on the line and row
index, i.e. the P02 will be the second case along Y and the
0 case along Z.

Z direction

1

2

3

0
1
2
3
4

0.78–0.925
0.78–0.785
0.78–0.500
0.78–0.215
0.78–0.075

(P02) 0.5–0.925
0.5–0.785
0.5–0.500
0.5–0.215
0.5–0.075 (P42)

0.22–0.925
0.22–0.785
0.22–0.500
0.22–0.215
0.22–0.075
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Fig. 2. Dynamic and temperature ﬁeld on non-ventilated (a), ventilated cavity ‘injection’ (b), and ventilated cavity opposing ﬂow
extraction (c).

2.1 Computational tools
As problem refers to the Navier–Stokes equations with
particular boundary conditions, the numerical approach is
inevitable leading to a system of algebraic equations that
can be numerically solved. The simulation was performed
by using the industrial code CFD Fluent [29]. On the
presented results, different meshes are considered. The
tests were carried out for grids ranging from 1503 to 2503.
All these grids were reﬁned close to the walls in order to
take into account stiff gradient neighboring the boundaries.
A selected mesh 2003 will be used for the computations
conducted in this study.

3 Results and discussion
CFD results will be analyzed on terms of thermal and
dynamic ﬁelds. The face contains multiple possible opening
Pij indicating the location of the ventilation opening; i
refers to the row and j to the column (see Tab. 1). Contours
in the enclosure are presented allowing the discussion for
different ventilating position (see Fig. 1b).
Temperature and ﬂow structure for non-ventilated and
ventilated P12 case are depicted in Figure 2. This ﬁgure
shows temperature and ﬂow structure for non-ventilated
(left), ventilated ‘injection’ (center) and opposing ﬂow
‘extraction’ (right).
Without ventilation (Fig. 2a) the thermal buoyancy
force act on the ﬂow in the direct vicinity of the vertical
wall and is in antagonism with the stabilizing applied ﬂoor
cooling. The ﬂow is mainly 2D structure if excluding the
effect of lateral surfaces. However, for the two other
ventilation strategies (injection or extraction air renew),
the 2D symmetry breaking is observable and a more
complex ﬂow settle and 3D ﬂow character symmetrical or
not symmetrical are obtained.
It is obvious that natural convection is controlling the
ﬂow structure when no ventilation (Fig. 2a), the heated
air rise along the vertical heated wall inducing the main
loop. When ventilation is applied, we are facing competition between the previous underlined main loop and
added horizontal ﬂow. The ﬁrst observed cases are the

cooperating situation where the injected ﬂow is from the
hot surface (Fig. 2b) and the opposing case where the
injected ﬂow is in reverse direction and again the main
lower loop (Fig. 2c). The reverse situation induces a
recirculating third cell between the main loop and the
horizontal ventilation ﬂow. Such recirculating cell aims to
reduce the shear stress between the natural and the forced
convection. The resulting ﬂow modiﬁes the heat exchange
on the heated wall and on the cooled ﬂoor. The resulting
complex ﬂow affect the temperature ﬁeld, the IAQ, and
the energy demand to keep the required temperature
(comfort). We will discuss below the consequence of both
inverting the ﬂow direction and the position of the air
opening on the left wall.
Analyzing the thermal conﬁguration, the presence of a
hot and a cold boundary with common interface result on a
singular contact line in favor of high heat transfer. A stiff
temperature gradient neighboring the ﬂoor is then
observed. The iso-surfaces temperatures are parallel to
the bottom surface except neighboring the contact line.
The temperature increases toward the ceiling. This
suggests developing a technical approach to avoid sharp
gradients and possible situation not in favor of the expected
thermal comfort.
Since such ﬂoor cooling use, answer to the energy
demand to the thermal comfort requirement, the temperature distribution approximately to the active thermal wall
is directly related to local transfer (Nusselt number). In the
present study, we obtain a thermally stratiﬁed area in the
core of the enclosure because of the downward ﬂow on the
opposing vertical surface.
The local Nusselt number on the two active thermal
wall are represented in Figure 3 for the chosen ventilating
opening position for both injection and extraction, for
Ra = 103 and Re = 102. We recall that the injected renew
air is at hot temperature (arriving from external hot
climate).
The local Nusselt map on both surfaces, vertical and
horizontal, are presented in planar way as sketched on the
top/left ﬁgure underlining the left and bottom cases beside
the ﬁgure. The solid rectangular line represents the opening
ventilating on the considered wall while the opening on the
adiabatic opposing wall is just illustrated by the dashed
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Fig. 3. Local heat transfer (Nusselt number NuYZ) on bottom and lateral wall for different ventilating position in cooperating and
opposing cases.

rectangular one. Three representative cases namely (P12,
P22, P32), corresponding to the central and sliding
vertically the opposing ventilation opening, illustrate the
effect on the heat transfer, especially when the hot injected
air is in the vicinity of the ﬂoor cooling. On such chosen
observation, we can ﬁnd again the previous mentioned
singularity on the two surfaces line contact (ﬂoor-wall
connection) with maximum heat transfer as illustrated by
the dense horizontal line (red to green). The transfer
decreases on both surfaces for distance from the contact
line increase. Such local Nu number tends to reach constant
value on the horizontal direction except for the case when
the ventilating window is neighboring the ﬂoor cooling.
It is complex to extract universal conclusion on local
heat transfer because of the effect of the location of the air
window, the lateral walls and the effect of the dynamic
strategy of injection/extraction. The decrease of heat
transfer on upper part of the heated surface could be
illustrated with heat transfer (averaged on Y, Eq. (5))

Fig. 4. Average Nusselt versus vertical position Z (NuðZÞ) for
the different opening locations, in the cooperating ventilating
strategy.
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Fig. 5. Flow and thermal isosurface in cooperating ﬂow injection, 3D view (a) P21; (b) P22 and the 2D (XZ view) (c) P21; (d) P22.

versus the Z position.
Z
NuðZÞ ¼

1

Y ¼0

NuY Z dy :

ð5Þ

The comparison between the different analyzed situations
in cooperating case is summarized in Figure 4. In the same
ﬁgure, the reference case of purely natural convective
situation (in black dashed line) is plotted. The ﬁlled
symbols are for the vertical mid line opening positions
(P_2) and the hollow symbols are for the horizontally
sliding opening (to left P_1 or to right P_3, which are
equivalent and symmetrical to the vertical Y-mid plan). It
is evident that the heat transfer decrease from the bottom
toward the top due to the previously underlined singularity
on the contact line. The second observation is the

complexity of exchange where we observe a localized
decrease in relation to the reference depending on the
ventilation position. This is a direct consequence of the ﬂow
structure, which reduces the size of the main loop. The
recirculating loop sizes are illustrated by the inserted
stamps within the ﬁgures.
On the other hand, part of the observed heat decrease is
a consequence of the ﬂow going in the third direction
following the impact jet on the opposing wall corresponding
to the P_1 and P_3 cases.
It has been locally observed that some increase of the
Z-local heat transfer on the top occurs when it decreases on
the bottom especially for the border situation (injection
close to ceiling). Such complexity is visible on the position
sliding windows in horizontal direction where an increase is
observed in lower part (relative to P32 and P42) or a
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forced upper and natural lower convection. To illustrate
the heat transfer and ﬂow structure complexity we
inserted in Figure 6 the ﬂow patterns as stamps.

Fig. 6. Average Nusselt versus the vertical position Z (NuðZÞ)
for the different opening position, in the opposing ventilating
strategy.

decrease in other cases (P02). We can also observe almost
the same equivalent heat transfer on the main lower part as
for P21 and P22. The only difference is on the part above
the air-extracting opening (Fig. 4). The two obtained
complex ﬂow exhibit obviously a symmetry breaking (from
symmetrical to non-symmetrical for sliding opening toward
the border) as illustrated in Figure 5a and b. The
complexity of the ﬂow in upper part conﬁrms the previous
discussions about the impact jet for P21 case. To illustrate
the non-symmetry, the stream traces are colored by the
thermal ﬁeld and a thermal iso-surface helps to visualize
the non-symmetry. The side view conﬁrm the more
complex ﬂow in the symmetrical case P22 (Fig. 5b and
d) inducing an increase on some part and a decrease on the
other part of the local heat transfer along Y direction. Such
change in both directions is not so visible on the NuðZÞ
(Fig. 4) and illustrates clearly a threshold where the upper
ﬂow (ventilation) is in limit equilibrium with the lower
natural convective loop. The case P21 exhibits a
helicoidally ﬂow which do not enhance enough the lower
cell (weaker than the one in P22) but with more intensive
ﬂow impact jet on the opposing wall. The main core of the
domain is ﬁlled by the recirculating injected ﬂow before
getting out. If renew air is injected in reverse way
(extraction case), the interaction in both direction could
be more complex and is discussed below.
The induced transfer NuðZÞ in reverse ﬂow case (Fig. 6)
is more multifaceted with global three main remarks:
– the heat transfer decrease in the lower part (Z < 0.2) for
most cases;
– the heat transfer increase for Z > 0.25 for lower
ventilation position (P42, P32) and also on upper part
for P21;
– a minimum heat transfer is observed for the different
cases for Z between 0.15 and 0.6 and are indicated by
black arrows. Such minimum are the position of the
intermediate cell between the two opposing ﬂow, i.e.

The situation of the two opposing ﬂow induces a
damping of the lower natural convective cell (see Fig. 7).
Where the natural loop is squeezed below the forced
ventilating ﬂow (Fig. 7a and b) and the horizontal ﬂow
impacts the opposing heated wall (Fig. 7c and d) inducing
the minimum heat transfer, which situates between the
contrarotative ﬂow cells.
Concerning the IAQ, the complex and helicoidally ﬂow
is better because it allows more mixing and it avoids large
recirculating ﬂow in isolated domain. More homogeneous
temperature ﬁeld is also obtained for the P32, illustrated
in Figure 7b, where the isotherms 0.7 show that the
refreshed part cover almost more than the half of the
domain (room).
Such complex thermo-ﬂuidic exchange modiﬁes locally
the heat transfer with some increase and decrease on
different zones for the same case. The induced global heat
transfer  and more speciﬁcally the cooling needs  is
represented by the average heat transfer on the cooling
surface. Such Nusselt is equivalent to the Nusselt on the
heated surface completed by the extra energy balance on
the open ﬂow between the inﬂow and outﬂow.
Z
NuAvg ¼

1

Z¼0

Z
NuðZÞ dz ¼

1

Y ¼0

Z

1

NuY Z dy dz:

ð6Þ

Z¼0

The corresponding needed cooling is summarized for
the different explored ventilation position in Figure 8. The
different positions of the injecting opening are represented
by rectangular dashed line on the Y-Z plan. On each
central position we represent the corresponding Nu_
bottom (cooling needed) and we obtain ﬁnally the isoNusselt corresponding to the explored area. The two
analysed situations, injected and extracted, are represented, respectively, by Figure 8a and b. The Nusselt is
weakly sensitive when sliding the opening window along
the Y direction contrary to the more sensitivity with
sliding the opening along Z. This conﬁrms the previously
underlined tendency of the increase in cooling needs with
the opening position more close to the cooling ﬂoor. For all
positions, Nu is almost constant for Z center higher than
0.4 and 0.25 for injection and extraction, respectively. As
the average Nusselt bottom is not sensitive to the Y center
position of the opening, we can plot the cooling needed
versus the Zcenter position of the opening in order to
compare the two ventilations strategy. Such result is
summarized in Figure 9 where the cooling requirement
exhibit two tendency: important increase (exponential)
when the opening becomes close to the ﬂoor and relatively
power law tendency for non-small Z and above a limit
position Zlimit depending on the ventilation strategy. The
two obtained function of cooling needed versus Zcenter are
equivalent and follow Nu ¼ AZ 0:28 and are represented
in Figure 9 for injection and extraction, A = 4.8 and 4.1,
respectively. We demonstrate also the best mixing ability
on IAQ point of view, which is antagonist with the cooling,
need to decrease. This representation suggests to explore
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Fig. 7. 3D view of the domain with opposing ﬂow injection (a); (b) (P31, P32 respectively), and the 2D (XZ view) of the domain with
opposing ﬂow injection (c) and (d) (P31, P32 respectively).

the cooling need viewed from a point of interest and
to evaluate economic impact, which follow in further
work.

4 Conclusion
The research conducted in this work was aimed to study
numerically and understand the phenomena of ventilation.
For that a cubic ventilated cavity with different air outlet
positions was investigated. The coupled dynamic and
thermal ﬁelds have been studied for a Rayleigh number
equal to 106 and Reynolds number equal to 102. The
external air injector is placed at variable positions
inﬂuencing the needed cooling power, the air quality
(mixing ability) and thermal comfort. From the presented

results, we can summarize some concluding remarks in the
following.
Without ventilation the thermal buoyancy forces act on
the ﬂow in the direct vicinity of the vertical wall and are in
antagonism with the stabilizing applied to ﬂoor cooling.
The ﬂow is mainly 2D structure if excluding the lateral
surfaces effects. However, for the two other ventilation
strategies (injection or extraction air renew), the 2D
symmetry breaking is observable and a more complex ﬂow
settle and 3D ﬂow character symmetrical or not symmetrical are obtained.
When ventilation is applied, we face competition
between the main loop constituting the ﬂow and the
added horizontal ﬂow. Situation leads to cooperating and
opposing ﬂows. However, the presence of the recirculating
third cell aims to reduce the shear stress between the
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Fig. 8. Induced heat exchange (Nusselt) on cold surface adjacent to the bottom position by changing the position for injection and
extraction cases.

It has been observed that the presence of a helicoidally
ﬂow allows more mixing and avoids large recirculating ﬂow
in isolated domain. Such complex thermo-ﬂuidic exchange
modiﬁes locally the heat transfer with some increase and
decrease in different zones.
Paper reveals, in addition, the best mixing ability on
IAQ point of view, which is antagonist with the cooling,
needs to decrease. This representation suggests to
explore the cooling need viewed from a point of interest
and to evaluate economic impact, which follow in further
work.

Nomenclature

Fig. 9. Representation in terms of cooling need on the direct
injection and the air extraction strategies at different vertical
locations.

natural and the forced convection. The complex convective
patterns affect the temperature ﬁeld, the IAQ, and the
energy demand to keep the requested comfort.
A thermally stratiﬁed area in the core of the enclosure
is obtained. Local Nu number tends to reach constant
value on the horizontal direction except for the case
when the ventilating window is neighboring the ﬂoor
cooling.
The impacting jet on the opposing wall results in
decreasing the heat ﬂow according to the contribution of
the third direction.
Some local behaviors are described and analyzed. If
renew air is injected in reverse way (extraction case), the
interaction in both direction could be more complex.

g
L(x, y, z)
T
u, v, w
x, y, z

Gravitational acceleration [m s2]
Cavity dimensions in (x, y, z) directions [m]
Dimensional temperature [K]
Dimensionless velocity components
Dimensionless cartesian coordinates

Greek symbols
a
bT
m
y
r
u

Thermal diffusivity [m2s1]
Volumetric expansion coefﬁcient [K1]
Dynamic viscosity [kg m1 s]
Kinematic viscosity [m2 s1]
Density kg/m3
Dimensionless temperature (T  TC)/(TH – TC)

Non-dimensional numbers
A(x,y)
x, y aspect ratio, L(x,y)/Lz
h,d
Dimensionless ventilation opening
R1 R1
jz¼0 dxdy
Nudown Nu on bottom surface ¼ x¼0 y¼0 ∂u
R 1 R 1 ∂u ∂z
NuLat
Nu on lateral walls ¼ y¼0 z¼0 ∂x jx¼0;1 dydz
Pr
Prandtl number, = n/a
Ra
Rayleigh number, gbTDTLZ3/(na)
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